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Reorganizing
for maximum
impact
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IDDEAS oversees Denver mill levy funds dedicated 
for the benefit and wellbeing of residents with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD).
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In a recent reorganization, the IDDEAS team has moved into Community Impact in close partnership with our Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion team under Social Impact and Advocacy. This more greatly aligns our intersectional works for internal and external audiences, with an emphasis on accessibility as it pertains to equity, diversity, and inclusion, and vice versa. 



IDDEAS program

IDDEAS
Program Manager

Program Administrator 
(Gaps in Essential Services)

Program Administrator 
(Housing)

Program Administrator 
(Inclusion)

We are growing our team to ensure 
we have a healthy, functioning 
program which can:
• Engage stakeholders more, where 

they are and in a way that is 
accessible to them

• Be responsive to recommendations
• Continue to expand our reach 

including: new service development, 
equitable access to local services, 
education, and advocacy

• Integrate accessibility in DHS’s 
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) 
journey
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These new positions ensure we can continue to fund and build up programs that retain good stewardship throughout, including engagement from people in our community and in partnership with City colleagues and community providers.



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

Fund 13304
Fund balance:
$23.6M as of
01/2022

Based on current 
projections, our models 
show IDDEAS funding 
commitments will begin to 
reduce the fund balance
in 2023.

o Sustainability is a key 
consideration when 
evaluating funding options
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beginning this year, IDDEAS’s estimated annual revenues are fully committed.Our dedicated annual revenues are constantly growing, separate from the fund balance. DHS is hoping to hit a sweet spot with one time and ongoing investments so that we can create stability for our residents, as well as resiliency and long-term solutions that transform opportunities throughout our Denver community. Housing is foundational. Employment and access to critical public services, including transportation, recreation, and more, are vital.Based on current projections, annual ongoing revenues appear to be fully committed for the next four years—that said, decisions about which contracts to renew/pursue will be informed by Advisory Council input/ community feedback. Additionally:It is possible contract amounts will not be fully expended, which would leave additional capacity. Any contract amounts that remain unspent in a calendar year remain dedicated funds and roll into the fund balance.This projection does not include anticipated future commitments for housing and technology in response to IDDEAS Advisory Council recommendations.We regularly consider how our funds can have a lasting impact.

https://fundamatics.net/from-the-beehive-21/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Accessible, affordable housing
DHS’s 2018 needs assessment 
elevated affordable housing as the 
number one challenge facing 
residents with I/DD.

Because of the complexity of housing 
needs and desires, we sought more 
information from our community and 
key stakeholders over the past three
(3) years.

2019: Housing Forum with 40+ stakeholders present, co-hosted 
by DHS and our Advisory Council

2020: Housing Stabilization Assistance contract with 
RMHS for $464k with ongoing assistance in 2021/22

2020: Advisory Council recommendation to pursue a 
housing report similar to Arapahoe/ Douglas counties

2020-2021: Active participation and co-leadership of a 
community Steering Committee for Inclusive Housing Denver
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https://www.autismhousingnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Housing-Community-Development-Report-PDF.pdf


Inclusive Housing Denver (IHD) process
o 104 survey responses 

collected; 41% of 
participants identified 
as people with I/DD

o 10 steering committee 
organization partners

o HOST collaboration –
special thanks to
Megan Yonke
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/



Key findings: Visibility and data
Challenge: The I/DD community is 
experiencing a (somewhat invisible) 
housing crisis and minimal data existed 
about needs and desires in Denver.

Solution: The Inclusive Housing Denver 
report begins to shed light on affordable, 
inclusive housing needs for people with 
I/DD in Denver. IDDEAS will continue to 
advocate and collaborate with housing 
industry partners to improve visibility and 
data to inform real world solutions.

Ann also attended our June 2022 
workshop and provided “updates 

from the field.” She is activated in her 
role to improve access to housing 

vouchers for people with I/DD.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Inclusive-Housing-Denver-Housing-Community-Development-Report.pdf



Key findings: 
Empowering partners
Challenge: Leaders and partners primarily 
responsible for housing strategies and 
solutions do not feel knowledgeable about 
people with I/DD and their specific needs.

Solution: Explore networking, education, and 
funding opportunities that support partners 
throughout Denver and Colorado to expand 
their knowledgebase, so they are empowered 
as agents of change.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Inclusive-Housing-Denver-Housing-Community-Development-Report.pdf



IDDEAS Advisory Council recommendations
! Recommendation Status

! DHS should make housing the priority for uncommitted Mill Levy 
funds.

I M P L E M E N T E D.

! Convert or upgrade existing properties for accessibility in Denver. U N D E R  R E V I E W .

! Offer more housing vouchers or other funding mechanisms to 
encourage housing stability.

U N D E R  R E V I E W .

! Advocate to the State on issues that are critical to Denver as they 
relate to housing.

I N  P R O G R E S S .  

! – indicates recommendations the IAC considered high priority.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Implemented means DHS has moved forward with that recommendation.Under review means DHS is completing research, meeting with critical partners such as HOST, and considering the ways in which we might be able to move forward with the recommendation.In progress means DHS has taken steps towards implementation and work is in motion.On hold means DHS sees the initial recommendation as viable, however there are other actions that need to take place (mostly via other recommendations) before we will move that recommendation forward.



IDDEAS Advisory Council recommendations
! Recommendation Status
- Explore providing seed/ grant (i.e. planning) monies for community 

housing projects 
O N  H O L D.

- Incentivize builders to create I/DD inclusive housing. U N D E R  R E V I E W /  
O N  H O L D.

- Investigate and identify landlord and builder concerns with renting 
and creating housing tailored to the I/DD community to inform an 
outreach plan.

U N D E R  R E V I E W .

- Create a housing and lifespan navigator program to help residents 
with I/DD understand, plan for, and pursue housing opportunities in 
Denver. 

U N D E R  R E V I E W .
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Implemented means DHS has moved forward with that recommendation.Under review means DHS is completing research, meeting with critical partners such as HOST, and considering the ways in which we might be able to move forward with the recommendation.In progress means DHS has taken steps towards implementation and work is in motion.On hold means DHS sees the initial recommendation as viable, however there are other actions that need to take place (mostly via other recommendations) before we will move that recommendation forward.



Reimagining
good stewardship
 Multi-faceted approach

 Cultivating strong partnerships 
that are human-centered and 
community-driven

 Collaborative yet independent
relationships based in integrity, 
communication, and trust

Accuracy
Contract
Compliance
Team

Service 
Development

Equity & 
Access

Program 
Excellence

IDDEAS
Program

Team
Risk 

Management

Process 
Improvement

DHS
Internal
Auditors

Innovation
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Questions?

This Photo by 
Unknown 
Author is 
licensed 
under CC BY
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http://essentialschools.org/join/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Appendix

Denver Human Services
July 20, 2022
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W
he

re
 w

e’
ve

 b
ee

n  Advisory Council seated and engaged (January 2019-present)
• Three (3) community inclusion programs via contracts –$809k
 Inclusive Housing Forum hosted by DHS and Advisory Council2019
• New program identity from “Mill Levy” to “IDDEAS”
• Housing Stabilization Assistance emergency contract –$464k 
• Point b(e) CIF contract, mini projects for inclusion –$1.3M
 Ordinance revisions in response to community engagement2020
 IDDEAS communications assessment with GroundFloor Media
• Denver START for IDD-mental health service contract –$6.1M
 Inaugural public rulemaking process to establish program rules
 Inclusive Housing Denver report and Local Leaders Workshop2021

 indicates activities or events that emphasized community voice and stakeholder engagement
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IDDEAS program milestones and accomplishments from 2019-2021, with the Community Needs Assessment completed in 2018 leading our way.This does not include the myriad of ways our program engages with stakeholders, partners, and community programs/ services�We emphasize community voice throughout our funding and programming. We hope to continue to expand our reach and hear from new voices in 2022 and beyond.



IDDEAS in 2021
IDDEAS funds provide services for over
4,500 Denver residents with I/DD per year

8 advisory council recommendations received

IDDEAS held ten (10) active contracts in 2021, six (6) in 
2020, and only one (1) in 2019

In 2021, the network of community service providers that 
received IDDEAS mill levy funds included 204 agreements*
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*This count does not include other active partnerships we maintain outside of funded contracts and subcontracts.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
20 recommendations received from our advisory council since it began operating in 2019.8 of those were received in 2021 and are under consideration for program development.



Inclusive Housing reports  Inclusive Housing Denver report
 Neuro-Inclusive Housing Leaders Workshop
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Link for Inclusive Housing Denver report November 2021:Inclusive Housing DenverLink for Neuro-Inclusive Housing Leaders Workshop June 2022:659ab0_3e0a51a319d64f2c97fc1554269e3001.pdf (usrfiles.com)

https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/
https://659ab0d0-604a-4a86-9aee-762909c1cc21.usrfiles.com/ugd/659ab0_3e0a51a319d64f2c97fc1554269e3001.pdf
https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/
https://659ab0d0-604a-4a86-9aee-762909c1cc21.usrfiles.com/ugd/659ab0_3e0a51a319d64f2c97fc1554269e3001.pdf


IHD Local Leaders Workshop (LLW)
o Conducted virtually Sept 2021
o 51 diverse, cross-sector 

leaders attended from 33 
organizations – see some of 
our guests in the image to the 
left.

28% of participants were professionals in the housing industry who
do (did) not have an awareness of the daily needs of people with I/DD
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Local Leaders Workshop held in September 2021 was a part of our Inclusive Housing Denver report process. Review the full report for more details about this event.



Top 5 Opportunities from Sept 2021 LLW
Opportunities #1, 2, 3, 
and 5 were further 
prioritized and reflected 
in recommendations 
DHS received from our 
IDDEAS Advisory 
Council (IAC) in 
November 2021.

(see slides 9-10).
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Inclusive-Housing-Denver-Housing-Community-Development-Report.pdf These are the top 5 opportunities that were identified by leaders attending the Inclusive Housing Denver Local Leaders Workshop in September 2021. You will see that our Advisory Council has elevated many of these asks in their formal recommendations to DHS upon reviewing the report in November 2021.



Key findings:
Stakeholder fears
This graphic shows a summary of 42 
responses collected from stakeholders 
through the Plain Language survey.

These concerns are top of mind as we 
explore policy needs and potential housing 
funding opportunities such as: stability, 
sustainability of funding, isolation, 
transportation, food access, and safety.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://inclusivehousingdenver.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Inclusive-Housing-Denver-Housing-Community-Development-Report.pdf The Inclusive Housing Denver report and the data collected was approached holistically, as we understand that housing stability relies on more than a physical shelter or structure to call home. This graphic captures fears that individuals with I/DD may experience as they explore housing options to find what is best for them.



Housing Leaders Workshop: June 2022
o Our inclusive housing 

movement is growing: 
40+ organizations 
represented in June

o Working together to 
develop a roadmap of 
neuro-inclusive housing 
solutions across orgs/ 
industries in Colorado
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We held a follow up Housing Leaders Workshop in June of this year, and we were excited to see more participation and new partners at the table! This group identified additional opportunities for success and we are considering our role and next steps we can take to support and grow community leadership in inclusive housing for people with I/DD.



IDDEAS 
Pillars of 
Service 
Our pillars framework
guides funding and 
services development, 
with equitable access
and improved quality of
life as guiding principles. 

RMHS CCB 
contract 
($21M)

New 
services 
pending

Point b(e) 
Strategies 

CIF contract 
($1.3M)

Denver 
START 

contracts 
($6.1M)

New 
services 
pending
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each of the bubbles over the pillars features examples of partnerships and our work, or indicates new services in the early stages of development. Click on each bubble to visit a relevant service slide in this slide deck. We have over 200 community partners in our funding network. RMHS is responsible for a large portion of those partners. Point b(e) also works with a number of providers and community members with the Creative Ideas Fund, which just closed it’s second funding cycle for this year. IDDEAS held 10 active contracts in 2021, six (6) in 2020, and only one (1) in 2019 – RMHS.



2022 renewal term executed with a $21M budget. 
o Significant increase for Client/Family Directed Funds ($6.1M).

o Saw a 39% increase in total client assistance requests from 2020 to 2021
o 1,950 unique clients served through client assistance in 2021

(up from 1,078 in 2020)

o Right now! Heavy partnership with DHS on:
o Evolving local mill levy early childhood programs to respond to resident

needs as well as shifts in services provided by the State of Colorado
o Enhanced outreach including new service offerings and community

partnerships to bridge equity and access gaps for residents with I/DD
who may also be a part of other diverse communities in Denver,
such as immigrants, refugees, English as a second language and
English language learners 

RMHS Mill Levy Program

Hear directly from 
RMHS in their 
2021 annual 
report following 
this presentation. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To learn more about RMHS Mill Levy services provided in 2021 (or ongoing in 2022), please review the RMHS 2021 annual report and corresponding presentation on July 20, 2022. 

https://www.rmhumanservices.org/ml


Denver START Clinical Team
Crisis intervention planning and systems capacity building model for I/DD-
mental health services in Denver – $6.1M commitment over 3yrs

o RMHS has recruited 30+ community partners for the Denver START Advisory Council. 
The first DSAC meeting was held on May 11, 2022.

o Soft service launch began June 2021: currently serving 10 clients.
o Full launch scheduled for Thursday, September 22, 2022. Save the date!

Rosa: Shining 
Her Light
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To learn more about Denver START and it’s current state, contact DHS to request an information meeting. 

https://centerforstartservices.org/
https://www.rmhumanservices.org/start


Point b(e) Strategies
Manages the Creative Ideas Fund (CIF) to reduce isolation, loneliness, and 
disengagement from services for residents with I/DD – $1.3M contract

o Point b(e) works with a Community Council (CC) of 20 community members to set 
funding priorities and inform an accessible funding process.
The CC scores applications, along with Point b(e) staff who then make awards.

o CIF highly values projects that demonstrate diverse leadership
such as leaders with I/DD as well as BIPOC and LGBTQ leaders. 

o $600,000 in mill levy funds available to be awarded to applicants
in 2022-23. Project budgets are limited to $2k-20k per award.
o Point b(e) awarded $380k to 22 organizations in Round 1 Funding, Spring 2022
o Round 2 Funding applications closed July 15, 2022. More awards anticipated soon
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To learn more about the Creative Ideas Fund with Point b(e), contact DHS to request an information meeting. Below are some application metrics collected from their first round of funding in 2022:Applicant is connected to the I/DD Community - 100%People with I/DD are involved in the planning and/or implementation of the project - 73% The project is led by or designed with input from people from other marginalized communities like BIPOC and LGBTQ - 77% Projects are led by individuals, small groups, and grassroots organizers instead of established businesses and/or nonprofits - 45% Project is designed for people with I/DD who have more significant support needs - 36%

https://www.pointbestrategies.com/cif-current-projects
https://www.pointbestrategies.com/creative-ideas-fund


Community Inclusion projects

Community Counts!: 36 
community inclusion classes, 
featuring panel speakers with 
lived experience. 

$498k commitment
Contract ends August 2022

Autism Community Store: 
sensory inclusion assessments, 
trainings, and resources for 10 

(community partner sites.

$109k commitment
Contract ends Oct 2022

Disability Inclusion Program: 
disability etiquette training 
and employment consults 
for 18 organizations.

$202k commitment
Contract ended Feb 2022
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To learn more about our various inclusion efforts and programs, contact DHS to request an information meeting. DHS is re-evaluating these program efforts in a post-Covid world, and will be pursuing new service opportunities based on what we’ve learned in these pilots. ACS has the potential to continue on since they were most impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic due to the essential “on-site” nature of their work. This will be evaluated based on contractor performance and community need.

https://ctatllc.com/community-counts-blog/
https://autismcommunitystore.com/
https://www.easterseals.com/co/our-programs/learn/disability-inclusion-program/


IDDEAS communications services
GroundFloor Media support for inclusive and accessible communications

o Completed communications assessment in 2021, 
including focus groups and stakeholder engagement

o Scoping work for execution of messaging and
communications plan

o Services we may engage will be billed to
the IDDEAS administrative costs budget,
as allowed in ordinance

o Systems Map deliverable for individuals and
families coming soon!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To learn more about IDDEAS communications development, contact DHS to request an information meeting. 

https://groundfloormedia.com/


Accountability takes a village
The IDDEAS RMHS Community Centered Board Mill Levy 
contract is far and away the largest contract at DHS.

We meet with RMHS throughout the month, with various 
touchpoints across our teams.
o Most RMHS invoices are reviewed by sampling process
o Questioned costs regularly resolved each month

o Full reviews of June + October 2021 invoices – over $1M each 
– found less than 1% in disallowed costs.

4
DHS internal audit 
reviews completed 
with RMHS in 2021

RMHS accepted all 
recommendations
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To learn more about IDDEAS’s close working partnership with our financial services colleagues, and how that impacts the quality of our services, contact DHS to request an information meeting. African proverb: “It takes a village to raise a child”The phrase “it takes a village to raise a child” originates from an African proverb and conveys the message that it takes many people (“the village”) to provide a safe, healthy environment for children, where children are given the security they need to develop and flourish, and to be able to realize their hopes and dreamshttps://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpubh.2022.756066/full#:~:text=The%20phrase%20%E2%80%9Cit%20takes%20a,to%20realize%20their%20hopes%20andSignificant improvement with invoicing documentation through willing collaboration and coaching from our contract compliance supervisor. Kudos to our internal auditor (IA) for leading meaningful and constructive reviews of IDDEAS funded services.Our DHS Auditor has been able to make many positive inroads with RMHS. Working in a meaningful and constructive process, although maintaining independence, he has been able to build a bridge of open, honest, and welcomed dialog with RMHS staff.  Hence, to date RMHS has agreed to all of our findings and recommendations. DHS also provides funding to other vendors beyond RMHS, which our auditor has started to review/monitor as determined by our risk management process and conversation with our multi-disciplinary team. When developing our process for risk management and review, we consider the program as a whole as well as risks or opportunities that may be specific to individual contracts.

https://www.cbhc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/No-Wrong-Door-Community-Centered-Boards-Fact-Sheet.pdf
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